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1. COURSE
CS361. Topics in Artificial Intelligence (Elective)
2. GENERAL INFORMATION
2.1 Credits
2.2 Theory Hours
2.3 Practice Hours
2.4 Duration of the period
2.5 Type of course
2.6 Modality
2.7 Prerrequisites

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

4
2 (Weekly)
2 (Weekly)
16 weeks
Elective
Face to face
CS261. Intelligent Systems. (7th Sem)

3. PROFESSORS
Meetings after coordination with the professor
4. INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE
It provides a set of tools to solve problems that are diﬃcult to solve with traditional algorithmic methods. Including
heuristics, planning, formalisms in the representation of knowledge and reasoning, machine learning techniques, techniques
applicable to action and reaction problems: as well as the learning of natural language, artificial vision and robotics among
others.
5. GOALS

• Take an advanced course in Artificial Intelligence suggested by the ACM/IEEE curriculum.

6. COMPETENCES

a) An ability to apply knowledge of mathematics, science. (Usage)
h) A recognition of the need for, and an ability to engage in life-long learning. (Usage)
i) An ability to use the techniques, skills, and modern computing tools necessary for computing practice. (Usage)
j) Apply the mathematical basis, principles of algorithms and the theory of Computer Science in the modeling and design
of computational systems in such a way as to demonstrate understanding of the equilibrium points involved in the
chosen option. (Assessment)

7. SPECIFIC COMPETENCES

NoSpecificOutcomes

8. TOPICS

1

Unit 1: (60)
Competences Expected: a,h
Topics
• Intelligent Systems.
• Automated Reasoning.

Learning Outcomes
• To deepen in several techniques related to Artificial
Intelligence. [Usage]

• Knowledge Based Systems.
• Machine Learning. [RN03],[Hay99]
• Planning Systems.
• Natural Language Processing.
• Agents.
• Robotics.
• Symbolic Computing.
• Genetic Algorithms. [Gol89]
Readings : [RN03], [Hay99], [Gol89]
9. WORKPLAN
9.1 Methodology
Individual and team participation is encouraged to present their ideas, motivating them with additional points in the
diﬀerent stages of the course evaluation.
9.2 Theory Sessions
The theory sessions are held in master classes with activities including active learning and roleplay to allow students
to internalize the concepts.
9.3 Practical Sessions
The practical sessions are held in class where a series of exercises and/or practical concepts are developed through
problem solving, problem solving, specific exercises and/or in application contexts.
10. EVALUATION SYSTEM
********* EVALUATION MISSING ********
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2
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